Essence: Sweet children, in order to go to salvation, promise the Father: Baba, I will continue to remember You alone.

Question: On the basis of making which effort can you attain your golden-aged birthright?

Answer: At this time, make the effort to become complete beggars. Only when you remove your attachment from the old world and become complete beggars will you attain your golden-aged birthright. Baba says: Sweet children, become trustees. Transfer all the old rubbish you have. Remember the Father and your inheritance and you will go to heaven. Destruction is just ahead of you. Therefore, now pack up all your old bags and baggage.

Song: No one is unique like the Innocent Lord.
establishes a religion with the power of purity. The Bible etc. are written later. When that religion grows, they build churches etc. In any case, the path of devotion begins after half the cycle. First of all, there is unadulterated worship of One and then worship of Brahma, Vishnu and Shankar. Now, look how they even worship the five elements! That is called tamopradhan worship. It definitely has to take place. There have to be scriptures on the path of devotion. The scripture of the deity religion is the Gita. There is no scripture of the Brahmin religion. The Mahabharat War is also mentioned in the Gita. It is remembered that the flames of destruction emerged from the sacrificial fire of the knowledge of Rudra. It is only when destruction takes place that the golden-aged kingdom can be established. So, God has created this sacrificial fire; it is called the sacrificial fire of the knowledge of Rudra. It is Shiv Baba alone who gives this knowledge. In fact, Bharat only has one scripture. The Bible is about Christ; his biography cannot be called knowledge. We are only concerned with knowledge. The Bestower of Knowledge is just the One and He is the Master of the World. In fact, He would be called the Master of Brahmand. He doesn't become the Master of the physical world. You children become the masters of the physical world. Baba says: I definitely am the Master of Brahmand. He resides in the brahm world with you children. Just as Baba lives there, so we will also be the masters of it when we go there. The Father says: All of you souls live with Me in Brahmand. So you and I are all masters of Brahmand. However, your status is higher than Mine; you become emperors and empresses. From being worthy of worship, you become worshippers. I come and purify you impure ones. I am beyond birth and death. I then take the support of an ordinary body and tell you the secrets of the beginning, the middle and the end of the world. Only you children, no scholar or pandit, would know the secrets of Brahmand, the subtle region and this world cycle. You know that only the Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul, is the Ocean of Knowledge and the Ocean of Purity. Only because He gives us knowledge is His praise sung. If He didn't give us knowledge, how could His praise be sung? He only comes once to give you children your inheritance for 21 births. This is limited to 21 births. It isn't that He gives it to you for all time. Twenty one generations means until old age in each birth. You receive your fortune of the kingdom for 21 generations. It isn't that 21 clans would be uplifted through one person. It has been explained that you become the kings of kings through Raja Yoga. There is then no need for this knowledge there. There, you are in salvation. It is those who are degraded who need knowledge. You are now going into salvation. It was Maya, Ravan, who brought you into degradation. Now, if you want to go into salvation, you have to belong to the Father and promise Him: Baba, I will always continue to remember You. I will renounce the arrogance of the body and remain soul conscious. I will remain pure while living at home with my family. Human beings ask how this is possible. Ah! but the Father says: In this final birth, become pure and have yoga with Me and your sins will definitely be absolved. Then, by remembering the cycle, you will become the rulers of the globe. You will definitely receive the inheritance of heaven from the Father. The deity world sovereignty is your birthright. According to how much you promise the Father and become His helpers, you are once again claiming your birthright. You know destruction is just ahead. Natural calamities are also about to come. This is why Baba says: Transfer all your old bags and baggage etc. Simply become trustees. Baba is also the Stockbroker; He exchanges all your old things for new. When a person dies, all his belongings are given to a special brahmin priest. All of your rubbish is also to be buried and this is why you have to remove your attachment from all your old things and become complete beggars. You are changing from beggars to princes. Remember the Father and the inheritance and you will become the masters of heaven which is your birthright. When someone comes, ask him: Who is the Creator of the world? It is God, the Father, is it not? Heaven is the new creation. Since the Father creates heaven, why are you in hell? Why do you not become a master of heaven? It was Maya, Ravan, who made you into emperors of hell. The Father makes you into the emperors of heaven. Ravan makes you unhappy and it is only because you are distressed by Ravan that you burn his effigy and yet he doesn't get burnt. People don't understand what Ravan is. They say: The Gita was spoken 3000 years before Christ. However, which nationality existed then? That should be explained. Maya has made you completely impure. No one knows who the Creator of heaven is. While being actors, if they don't
know the Creator of the drama, what would they be called? The biggest war is the Mahabharat War which is for destruction. It is also remembered that establishment takes place through Brahma. It isn't said establishment takes place through Krishna. The sacrificial fire of the knowledge of Rudra through which the flames of destruction emerged is very well known. The Father Himself says: I created this sacrificial fire of knowledge. You are true Brahmins, the spiritual guides. You now have to go to the Father. You will not come back into this impure world from there. These centres are the true pilgrimages that will take you to the land of truth. Those pilgrimages are for the land of falsehood. Those are physical pilgrimages of body consciousness. This is the pilgrimage of soul consciousness. You know you will go into the new world once again and build golden palaces. It isn't that palaces will emerge from the sea. You should have a lot of happiness. Just as when someone is studying to become a barrister, that person has thoughts of how he will then do this and that, so you should also think about how you will build such palaces in heaven. You promise that you will definitely marry Lakshmi, not Sita. For this, very good effort is required. The Father is now giving us true knowledge and, by imbibing it, we are becoming deities. Shri Krishna is the number one. A list of those who have passed their matriculation is published in the newspapers. The list of your school is also remembered. Eight pass fully. Only the eight jewels are very well known and they are the ones who are useful. Many people turn the beads of the rosary of 108. Some even create a rosary of 16,000. You made effort to serve Bharat and so everyone worships you. One is the rosary of devotees and the other is the rosary of Rudra. You now know that the Shrimad Bhagawad Gita is the mother and that Shiva is the Father. It is Shri Krishna who takes birth first in the deity dynasty. Radhe must also have taken birth and others too must have passed. Everyone in the whole world has become an orphan because of having turned away from the Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul. They all continue to fight and quarrel among themselves; they have no lord or master. You now have to give everyone the Father's introduction. Achcha.

To the sweetest, beloved, long-lost and now-found children, love, remembrance and good morning from the Mother, the Father, BapDada. The spiritual Father says namaste to the spiritual children.

**Essence for dharna:**

1. Renounce body consciousness, become soul conscious and stay busy on the pilgrimage of remembrance. Become pure in this final birth and become a complete helper of the Father.
2. Remove your attachment to all your old things, become a trustee, remember the Father and your inheritance and become a master of the world.

**Blessing:** May you move forward by having truth and manners in your words and in your behaviour and become an embodiment of success.

Constantly remember that the sign of truth is manners. If you have the power of truth, you would never let go of your manners. You may prove something to be the truth, but do it with manners. The sign of manners is humility and the sign of not having manners is stubbornness. When your words and behaviour are expressed with manners, you will be successful. This is the way for you to move forward. If you have truth but no manners, you cannot achieve success.

**Slogan:** Be light in your relationships and connections, not in your timetable.

*** Om Shanti ***